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foreign direct investment is directed to developing
countries .

This outcome has relevance for programs of
official development assistance, and emphasizes dramatic-
ally its importance in the development process . The truth
is that although direct investment in .developing countries
during the last decade has increased faster than the
growth in official development assistance, it has actually
declined as a proportion of the annual flow of resources
from OECD countries to the Third World . It thus becomes
abundantly evident that international direct investment
cannot replâce development assistance but can only
supplement it .

Another complexity in the international foreign
investment picture is the role played by states with a
centrally planned economy . In such countries, foreign
investment is generally restricted to minority shares, so
that the level of foreign investment usually remains at a
low level . But many state-controlled corporations in
these countries have themselves become transnationals .
They, too, then must be factored into the rules of the
game of international direct investment .

In such a complex and changing investment
environment, how can we usefully strengthen international
cooperation? It seems to me that we have to link two
elements . One is the responsibility of host governments to
ensure that foreign investment contributes to national
development . The other is the assurance that risk-taking
transnational corporations are accorded fair treatmen t
and the possibility of a reasonable return . That, in
essence, is the basis of Canadian policy in this field .

We also think that governments should refrain
from applying their laws to affiliates of transnational
corporations which operate outside of that nation' s
jurisdiction . We believe that restrictions on licensing,
limitations on freedom to export, procurement policies
which favour overseas suppliers rather than competitive
domestic sources, or the concentration of research and
development in the transnational's home country are
practices which should be avoided .
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